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Presentation of the factory and products



about company
“Soldvig” factory is a family business and has been successfully developing since 2009.
History of “Soldvig” began with the production of a few dieselpower plants. In the future, list of products has 
developed well and covers production of modular equipment with automation of engineering systems of 
technological processes, including compressor units.

own design office

own production

exclusive partner relationships with 
vendors

individual approach to the customer

reduced organizational expenses

own methods of training the client's 
employees

striving for a high level of authority of 
the company



Production of block-containers and modular technological equipment
Supply of nitrogen units and gas separating equipment
Production and supply of compressors and compressors equipments
Production and supply of power engineering equipment

products of the Solvig factory

Our main values are quality of products and attentive approach to our customers.



products of the Solvig factory

Screw compressors. Modular compressor units.
The plant of technological equipment "Soldvig" produces a wide range of screw compressor units of 
different capacity and configuration

Modular compressor units play an essential 
role: compressor control system, 
dehumidifier, filters and receiver (optionally) 
are placed in a single or a composed modular 
unit. This solution allows settling a lot of 
production tasks without much investment in 
capital construction.



Diesel and gas piston power stations "Soldvig" company offers diesel and gas piston power plants made on the 
own production facilities from the components of world-leading manufacturers. It also offers power plants of 
(F. G. Wilson, Caterpillar, Cummins, MTU)

products of the Solvig factory

Container power plants have 
advantages compared to standard 
construction: mobility, easy 
maintenance, minimal preparation and 
put into operation.



Gas Separation plants (Nitrogen, Oxygen, hydrogen)
Modular gas separation plants (nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen generators) are produced in strict accordance 
with the requirements for placement and operation of this equipment. Easy delivery, mounting, installation and 
connection, automation of  technological process and safety – the main advantages of the modular units.

products of the Solvig factory
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Today “Soldvig" production company supplies with
a high-tech modular equipment for power industry, petroleum 
and chemical industry, agricultural and housing sector, for smooth 
operation of the airports and 
Other branches of the national economy:
- compressors and modular automated compressor units
- diesel and gas piston power plants
- power transformers
- modular gas separation units (nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen)
- modular pump stations, water processing and treatment stations
- automation system, production control and remote monitoring 
systems

Company today

We are able to implement difficult technical projects and 
find ways to provide optimal solutions for your business. 
Our employees are well-educated and experienced –
engineers, design department, Installation personnel, 
electricians, welders (certified by Russian Maritime Registry 
of Shipping).
We use hi-end metalworking machines and precision tools.



Our team is proud of unique and innovative projects that were fulfilled for the Russian Railways, Gazprom and 
Rosneft, which first performed in Russia.

projects of the company

We commercialized production of 240 kilowatt 
power modules with 3G safety margin that can be 
used autonomously while moving in rolling stocks.

For the gas and oil fields of Gazprom 
and Rosneft, a series of gas piston 
compressors for compression of 
associated petroleum gas, with full 
automation of the technological 
process



geography of equipment supplies

Our company has a wide experience of deliveries of the modular technological equipment on 
all territory of Russia, and also the near abroad



"Soldvig" technological equipment factory
provides a full range of engineering and consulting services at all stages of project implementation. 
Selection of the necessary equipment and its supply.  Conducting supervision and commissioning 
works, as well as after-sales service of the supplied equipment.

CONTACTS
"SOLDVIG" TECHNOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT FACTORY

Tel: +7 (499) 394 11 65
Production: 3 Electromontazhnaya street; 141580 Nosovo village, Solnechnogorskiy district; 
Moscow Region; Russia
www.soldvig.ru / e-mail: info@soldvig.ru ag@soldvig.ru div@soldvig.ru
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